
Applicant: SANYO Electric CO., LTD. Transmitter Type: AEZSCP3000

Description Information
Subsection
2.983 (a) Applicant

2.983 (b)

2.983 (c)

2.983 (d)

2.983 (d)(l)

2.983 (d)(2)

2.983 (d)(3)

Description
: SANYO ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
1-I Keihan hondori 2-chome,  Moriguchi City
Osaka, Japan

Manufacture : SANYO ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

FCC ID : AEZSCP3000

Quantity : Quantity production is planned.

Technical Description: See Exhibit xx

Emission Type :
AMPS wide band mode:

PCS wide band CDMA mode:

40KF8W  and 40KOFl  D

1 M25F9W

Frequency Range:
AMPS wide band mode: 824.04 to 848.97 MHz

PCS wide band CDMA mode: 1851.25 to 1908.75 MHz

Range of Operating Power:
AMPS wide band mode: +7.8dBm  to +26.0dBm  with the Capacity of
reducing the maximum power in five steps of 4 dB each on command
from a land station. Each power level is maintained with in +2/-4dB  of its
normal level over the temperature range of -30 to +60 degrees
Centigrade and -0.5 V/+0.5 V change of the Battery voltage.

PCS wide band CDMA mode: -5OdBm  to +23dBm  with the capacity of
reducing the maximum power in 73 steps of IdB each on command from
land station. A Transmitter transmits a power in two (2) state. One is an
access state, another is a traffic channel state. In an access state, a
power level is in proportion to an estimated receiving signal strength and
is maintained with -8dB/+7dB  of it normal level. In traffic channel state, a
power level is determined by a 1 dB up or down command from a land
station, that is , a power level of next transmit timing is a current power
level added or submitted 1 dB according to a command. Each power
level is maintained over the temperature range of -30 to +60 degrees
Centigrade and -0.5 V/+0.5 V change of the Battery voltage.
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